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Total
Transformation
Paint plus new drawer
pulls can change the
entire look of a dresser
and make it truly your
own. Grab directions
at girlslife.com/iti.

MAKEOVER
TAKEOVER
Tired of staring at the same four walls every day?
It’s time to spruce up your space! Myquillyn Smith,
author of The Nesting Place, offers up quick tips for
revamping your room without spending the big bucks.

30 Days of DIYs!
Need some inspo?
Head to girlslife.com/diy
for little and big room redo
tips and how-tos from
pros, bloggers and
babes like you.
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Go custom

The best way to try out trends on the cheap is with
a massive stretched canvas (find ’em at Michaels).
Cover with acrylic paint—any color you’re digging
will do, and you’ve got yourself a statement wall
without the work (or the risk). Get creative! Splatter
and swirl to your heart’s content. Hang above your
bed (headboard-style), by a squishy chair to create
a cozy lounge or over your desk for inspiration.

PHOTOS © MYQUILLYN SMITH. TAKEN FROM THE NESTING PLACE BY MYQUILLYN SMITH © 2014. USED BY PERMISSION OF ZONDERVAN.

Boring bedroom, be gone! Use summer break to
set up a sweet space with these pro decor tips.
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Make a gallery wall

Can’t afford to dial up your decor with pricey pieces from
the store? It’s time to get crafty! One of Myquillyn’s favorite
DIYs is a paper garland she pulled together for a party—and
never took down. Cut colored sheets of paper into triangles
or flags, then glue them onto twine. “Just make one string
for a wall, or make four and attach one from each corner of
your room to the center,” she says.

3 MUSTS FOR A GREAT GALLERY WALL
•

Make one photo or object a focal point,
then build around it.
• You don’t have to stick to photos—add art and
collectible or sentimental items, too.
• Infuse pops of color into your space with
brightly hued frames or artwork.
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CREDIT HERE

Hack It

CREDIT HERE
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• 10 MINU

Forget about the scrapbook that’s sitting half-finished
in your closet. Instead, put your memories up on the
wall. “Shop your room for anything you love that can
somehow be hung on the wall,” Myquillyn says. Get
prints of Instagram snaps using a quickie photo
service (we love Snapfish) and use colorful Washi
tape to display them. Mix sizes or try different frames
for eye-catching appeal.

• WEEK •

Paint it

Photos © MyQuillyn Smith. Taken from The Nesting Place by MyQuillyn Smith © 2014. Used by permission of Zondervan.

The cheapest way to get
a whole new look is with a
gallon of paint. Thirty bucks
and a few hours later, you’ve
gone from preschool-era
pink to eye-popping orchid.
Heart your walls but feeling
meh about your dresser or
desk chair? Invest an hour a
day into sanding, priming and
painting your old furniture to
give it a fresh look. We’ve got
Myquillyn’s paint-like-a-pro
tips at girlslife.com/iti.
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Pretty Pillow
Snazzing up a throw
pillow is way easy. Spread
the sham (sans insert)
flat on top of newspaper
and decorate with
fabric paint. Let dry.
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CREDIT HERE
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Thrift a signature piece

Hit up thrift stores or antique shops on the reg
to find that one statement piece that’ll totally
complete your space. And don’t expect to find it
instantly—part of the fun is the hunt itself.
“I buy something only once for every 10 times
I go to a thrift store, if that,” Myquillyn tells us.
Her favorite signature pieces? A zebra-print
rug, a bright green basket light that hangs
from the ceiling and a disco ball sitting in the
corner that splashes light across the room.
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